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Profile: Mthuthuzeli Christopher Yotho
Where did you grow up?
I was born in Cape Town and grew up in
Khayelitsha where I still live with my wife,
brother and sister. My mom was a single
parent and an incredible woman. She passed
away in 2009 when my brother was still at
school.

How did you end up working at
the High Court?
When I was young, I was interested in being
a lawyer. I didn’t actually know any lawyers
and I was too scared to go to the courts to
find out what it was like to be a lawyer. After
my mom had passed away, I came to the
High Court to see what it was all about. I went
down to Room 1 and offered my services as
a volunteer, so that if a job became available, I would have the right
experience. One of the clerks told me that I couldn’t just volunteer
but that I had to apply for a job. I persisted and I used to come back to
the High Court regularly looking to see if there were any jobs available.
Then I saw an advertisement for an usher. At that stage, I didn’t even
know what an usher was but I applied anyway. Shortly after that I was
contacted for an interview. When I arrived for the interview, I asked
the other applicants what an usher actually did. They told me that it
was someone who helped the judges.
Mrs Ruanne David, the chief registrar, was one of the people
interviewing me. During the interview, she asked me what an usher
did. Thankfully, it was a leading question and I knew the right answer
from the way that she asked the question. When I phoned the
court a week after the interview to find out how my application was
progressing, they told me it would take some time for them to get
back to me. A few months later they called to inform me that I had the
job and that I could start on 8 March 2010.

had collided with each other. The captain of
one of the ships, with a fancy foreign accent,
testified. Under cross-examination, he felt
that he had been driven into a corner. He then
turned to Judge Saldanha saying that he had
promised to tell the truth and now someone
was accusing him of lying. He pleaded with
Judge Saldanha to come to his assistance.
When I saw all of this, I thought that this was a
game I would like to play.
Judge Saldanha encouraged me to start
studying law. He suggested that I enrol and
take a few courses to see if I enjoyed it. I
enrolled for my law degree with Unisa in the
second semester of 2013, and am really
pleased about doing so. Studying law has
proven to be very fulfilling.
After working as an usher for five years, I am now helping Justice
Baartman with her office administration. She has made me realise
what it means to work hard and be dedicated to the profession.

What do you find rewarding about your job?
I really enjoy helping people. I want to do my job to the best of my
ability for the sake of my and the Department’s reputation. When
people thank me, it is really rewarding.

What are the challenges of working in court?
Sometimes when I can’t help people, it is very frustrating, for
example, while working as an usher in motion court, it was sometimes frustrating to see people appearing in person and not being
able to understand the court procedures. I would often try to point
them in the right direction, but I am not sure they always understood
what to do.

As part of my induction I first worked in Room 1 and then in the
procurement department. I learnt a lot while working in both departments and I really enjoyed working in Room 1. After completing my
induction, the principle usher assigned me to Judge Saldanha’s
court. June, Judge Saldanha’s registrar, was kind enough to show me
the ropes.

What do you enjoy doing in your free time?

Judge Saldanha had a lot of interesting civil matters. I remember
one case in particular; it was a shipping matter in which two ships

Next door, with all of you, as state prosecutor or as an attorney; only
God knows. p

I am a very serious person. I like going to church and I coach football.
I also enjoy going to the beach and hiking in the mountains. I also love
taking out my beautiful wife.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
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New Members
Johan Engelbrecht and Tanya Rudman
In 2014, the Cape Bar had 32 new pupils, of whom 27 became members:
Adrian Christians; Ashleigh Christians; Samkelo Dzakwa; Johan Engelbrecht; Richard Fitzgerald; Joan Hamman-Ungerer; David Houze; Porchia Long; Sheldon
Magardie; Samkelo Mbali; Tembelani Mayosi; Noxolo Mbangeni; Sivuyile Mbobo; Ross McKernan; Pasika Mhlana; Mandlakazi Ngumbela; Daniel Nyathi; Sean
Rapaport; Fergus Reid; Tanya Rudman; Claire Small; Allen Titus; Cedric van Zyl; Darron West; Joseph Whitaker; Jean Wilke; Jennifer Williams.

Ashleigh Christians
Bank 2
Ashleigh obtained a BSocSci (Philosophy
and Law) from UCT in 2010 and LLB in
2012. She did six months of articles at a
firm in Rondebosch in 2013 before doing
pupillage. She is currently in what one may
refer to as ‘a very long engagement’ and
has a crazy five year old girl, Audrey. She
describes herself as an absolute sports nut – with rugby her number 1 love
and cricket, tennis and, very recently, golf following in 2nd, 3rd and 4th place.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General civil practice
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Roman Holiday, Sabrina (Yes, I
may have a bit of a fixation with Audrey Hepburn)
Favourite songs change with the wind but my favourite
album at the moment is Listen by David Guetta

Johan Engelbrecht
Velocity 2
Johan holds the degrees of B.Comm,
LL.B and LL.M (International Trade Law)
from Stellenbosch. He also obtained
an IBA Postgraduate Certificate in
Professional Legal Practice from
the University of Law, London for
Commercial Dispute Resolution and
International Arbitration. Before joining the Bar Johan practiced as an
attorney at ENS for 5 years and solicitor of England and Wales for just over 6
years in Johannesburg and London respectively. He is married with two young
children so ends up spending his “free” time doing abstract finger painting,
creating Play-Doh sculptures and Lego construction works.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General Commercial and Civil
Top Gun
Sit Down by James

Joan Hamman-Ungerer
Bank 1
Joan obtained a B.Compt Accounting,
H.Dip (Tax Law) and M.Com (Tax
Law) from Potchefstroom University
between 2003 and 2007 and a LLB from
Unisa in 2013. She was a Tax Auditor
for SARS for 6 years and a Professional
Accountant for 6 years. She was also the
Tax Manager for Harley Davidson back in the days.
Joan is married and lives in Franschhoek with her husband and two Golden
Retreivers. For fun, she loves riding her Harley Davidson.
Current practice

Tax law

David Houze III
42 Keerom 2
Dave holds the degrees LLB (Wits), JD
(University of Wisconsin Law School,
USA), MS (Columbia Graduate School of
Journalism), BA (University of GeorgiaAthens; Morehouse College, Atlanta,
GA). Originally from Durban, Dave is a
qualified US attorney – practised as a Public Defender with the Wisconsin
State Public Defender’s Office; was a commercial business litigation summer
associate at Foley & Lardner LLP in Madison, Wisconsin; and a procurement
analyst at The City of Atlanta.
Dave is a professional voice-over artist and former actor and enjoys cycling
and hiking.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General civil practice and interested in criminal law
Shawshank Redemption
The Who – Teenage Wasteland; Beatles – A Day in the
Life; Seal – Love’s Divine

Richard Fitzgerald
Velocity 1

Sheldon Magardie
Huguenot 13

Richard holds the degrees of BA (Law,
Politics & History) from UCT (2002) and
LLB (2004). Before joining the Bar he
practiced as an attorney at Fairbridges
for 1 year, and at Bowman Gilfillan for 6
years.

Sheldon has a BA LLB (University
of KwaZulu-Natal) and previously
practised as an attorney for 14 years.
He is currently In-house Counsel and
Regional Director of the Legal Resources
Centre in Cape Town.

Richard is married and has a young daughter. When he gets the opportunity
he enjoys playing golf.

Sheldon is married with 2 children and his spare time interests are world
cinema, reading and travelling.

Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

Current practice
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General civil practice
Too many
“Comfortably numb” by Pink Floyd

Constitutional, administrative and public law
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Tembelani Mayosi
42 Keerom 1

Pasika Mhlana
Bank 3

Tembelani obtained a BA (Psychology &
media studies) from UCT in 2004 and a
LLB in 2009. He worked at CK Friedlander
Shandling Volks Inc. as an article clerk
and attorney. When CKFSV merged with
Smith Tabata Buchanan Boyes in 2012, he
worked as an associate in the litigation department until 2014.

Pasika holds the degrees B Juris, LLB
(UNITRA) and Post Graduate Diplomas
in Corporate Law (UNISA) and Labour
Law (UCT and UWC). After completion
of articles, he joined the Department of
Justice and Constitutional Development
and worked as Assistant State Attorney for 10 years until 2014.

Not too long ago, Tembelani played rugby for the SA Universities XV.

Current practice

Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General civil practice focusing on commercial matters.
Interested in public law/administrative law, construction
law and sports law.
Gladiator / The Untouchables
Patience: Nas featuring Damien Marley

Noxolo Mbangeni

Noxolo graduated from UWC with the
degrees of BIuris LLB. She started her
career as a Gender Activist in 2001
before joining the NPA as a Prosecutor for
6 years. Thereafter she joined the then
Department of Environmental Affairs
and Tourism as Legal Advisor dealing
with Environment, Fisheries and Marine
related Legislation, climbed through the
ranks and left as Acting Director: Legal Services before joining the Bar.
Noxie is happily married with a bouncy 23 month old daughter nicknamed
“Pupillage” as she was born an hour before the Legal Writing exam.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

Daniel Mandla Nyathi
42 Keerom 2
Daniel holds the degrees of BA (Law)
and LLB from UWC and a BT in Transport
Economics from UJ. He also has a
Certificate in International Business
Transactions from Howard University
USA / UWC). Before joining the Bar he
worked in business development and
logistics with GAC Laser International, Unitrans Logistics and Transnet.
In his free time he enjoys marathon running, ultra-distance cycling, tinkering
with cars, horticulture and reading classic novels.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General Civil Practice
Shawshank redemption, it just doesn’t bore me although I
have watched it several times.
Any gospel song that will lead me to speak to my Creator!

Sivu is married and a proud father. He is also a Pastor at Divine Purpose
Ministries and loves doing community work.
Current practice

General Civil Practice, including administrative law and
interests in competition law, intellectual property law &
construction law

General Civil Practice (Interest in International trade,
commercial law, transport law)
Austin Powers - The Spy …
Don’t Worry, Be Happy

Sean Rapaport
42 Keerom Suite 101
Sean obtained a LLB from UCT in 2005
and practiced as an Attorney/Director at
Spencer Pitman Inc. from 2006 – 2013
before joining the Bar.

Sivuyile Mbobo
Huguenot G3
Sivuyile obtained a LLB from UWC and
certificates in Public Management from
UP and Public Project Management
from Regennesys School of Public
Management. He worked as a Legal
Admin Officer at the Department of Land
Affairs from 2006-2008, did articles with
Fairbridges in 2009-2010 and was Practice Manager and Legal Consultant at
Potelwa in 2011-2013, after which he came to the Bar.

Labour law, immigration law, refugee law, criminal law, civil
law, constitutional litigation and administrative law

Sean is a Rondebosch old boy, former
professional cricket wannabe, currently
an international hockey umpire and a future single handicap golfer (currently
a 12).
Current practice

Favourite movie
Favourite song

General commercial litigation, insolvency, unlawful
competition, intellectual property and employment law
(with an interest in matters of eviction, extradition and
concerning JBCC contracts).
The Green Mile; The Hurricane; Forrest Gump; Gladiator;
Man on Fire; The Godfather; Schindler’s List
Alphaville - Forever Young; U2 - I still haven’t found what
I’m looking for
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Fergus Reid
42 Keerom 2
Fergus holds a BA, LLB, LLM (Corporate
Law) and a Postgraduate Diploma
in EU Competition Law from Kings
College, London. He is a former UK
solicitor and former attorney, notary
and conveyancer. He practiced for 18
years before he joined the Bar and his previous employers included the
Competition Commission, ENS, Allen and Overy (London), Bisset Boehmke
McBlain and J.A. Yzabek & Co.
In his free time, Fergus is an enthusiastic Spanish student.
Current practice

Civil practice (general, competition law, contract,
administrative/constitutional law, regulatory)

Joseph Whitaker
Velocity 2
Joseph obtained a BA (English & Philosophy), with Honours in Philosophy from
UCT in 2002 and a LLB from Unisa in
2012. He did articles and worked as an
Associate at Louis Herbert Attorneys
before he joined the Bar.
Joseph is married to Leigh and has two
daughters, Julia (6) and Chloe (3). He
enjoys cooking, especially home-made bread and entertaining friends.
The writer has it on good authority that Joseph has a keen interest in biology
and has been known to distinguish a genus from a species in legal argument.
Current practice

Tanya Rudman
Velocity 2
Born and bred in Otjiwarongo, Namibia,
Tanya studied in Port Elizabeth and
moved to Centurion to do articles and
became a litigation associate at Spoor
& Fisher. She moved to the fair Cape
(mostly to join Sea Rescue again as
the Hartebeespoort dam did not offer
much excitement) and has worked as
a litigation associate at Von Seidels
and Adams & Adams. She also spent
almost 2 years at Old Mutual as a Forensic Consultant, investigating financial
irregularities and fraud. An avid sports enthusiast, she is a provincial cricket
scorer, netball umpire and player, but between growing a new practice and 4
month old twin boys, these days she has more sport(s) in chambers and at
home than on any particular field.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General civil practice with a keen interest in criminal law;
specialize in intellectual property law
“Tower, this is Ghost Rider, requesting a fly-by…”
Anything by Leonard Cohen, especially when he says
Suzanne, Dance me to the End of Love like a Bird on
a Wire outside Chelsea Hotel. All I can then say is Halleluja!

Jean Wilke
Associate academic
member
Jean holds the degrees BA (Wits)
2003 and LLB (Wits) 2005, as well as
an LLM (Hons) from the University of
Canterbury, New Zealand) 2010. She
was previously a Law Clerk to the
former Chief Justice Sandile Ngcobo,
Legal Adviser for the Western Cape
Provincial Parliament and a Teaching and Research Assistant at UCT Law
School. Currently, she lectures at UCT Law School full-time.
In her free time, Jean is a Rotarian and avid cricket fan (the writer has it on
good authority that she played for the UCT women’s team at one stage), and
she is passionate about Theatre and Music.
Areas of interest
Favourite movie
Favourite song

Darron is an avid runner with 4 Two Oceans Ultra marathons under the belt.
More recently, he became a fanatical indoor rower. He teaches Behavioural
finance to postgraduate students at UCT and, for what it’s worth, he says, he
successfully passed the Mensa exam, but is more interested in raising his EQ
than his IQ.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song
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General commercial practice including taxation, insolvency, contractual disputes and commercial arbitration
Up
Queen - Bohemian Rhapsody

Sports law, constitutional law, law of persons and family,
law of succession
The Prestige
Fun - We are young

Jennifer Williams
50 Keerom 1

Darron West
Velocity 2
Darron holds the degrees MCom
(Accounting) UCT (1999), MPhil (Tax
Law) UCT (2010), LLB (Unisa) 2013 and
qualifications as a Chartered Accountant (SA) 2000 and CFA Charterholder
2002. He worked in finance and investments since 1999, directs companies
and was a senior lecturer at UCT. Darron
is married with 3 young children (his
youngest was born on the day he had to
write his final Legal Writing exam last year).

General Civil practice

Jennifer obtained a BA LLB from UCT in
1993. She articled and practised as an
Attorney at the UCT Legal Aid Clinic for
a year, whereafter she was an Attorney
at Rabkin Naicker & Williams Attorneys
and the Women’s Legal Centre for 12
years, with a period of 5 years at the
Regional Land Claims Commission in
between.
Jennifer is an avid reader and grows Bonsai trees as a hobby.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

Administrative, land, immigration, labour, constitutional
and family law.
Love watching crime series and Silk!
See You Again by Whiz Khalifa
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The following members returned or joined the Cape Bar from other Bars:
Morné Aggenbach; Fritz Ferreira; Anda Njeza; Maxwell Solomon.

Morné Aggenbach
42 Keerom 4
Morne obtained the degrees of BLC
from UP in 1994 and LLB in 1996. He
returns to the Bar having practised as a
labour consultant for 6 years and as an
advocate at the Cape Bar for 10 years.
Morné is a sports enthusiast, particularly
cricket and rugby (avid Blue Bulls and
Springbok supporter).
Current practice

General civil and commercial practice, with specialised
knowledge of labour and employment law

Anda Njeza
42 Keerom 1

UP TO 50% OFF
SEPTEMBER – DECEMBER 2015
It’s our BIG Spring Clearance Sale
which means massive savings on
selected legal, tax and
financial services publications.
Stocks are limited, so order now!

Anda obtained his LLB from UWC
in 2008 and obtained a certificate in
Forensic and Investigative Auditing from
UNISA in 2013. He previously practiced
as a state prosecutor for the NPA and
recently returned to the fair Cape from
the Johannesburg Bar.
Anda is devoted to the practice of law
and identifies with US Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story (as he then was)
who said “the law is a jealous mistress, and requires a long and constant
courtship”. But when he manages to escape her clutches, he plays golf and
rugby.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

Constitutional and Administrative Law, Labour Law,
general Civil and Motion Court practice
Set it off
Whoknows by Music Soulchild

Fritz Ferreira
Velocity 2
Fritz graduated with a LLB from UJ in
2008 and is currently busy with a LLM
in Intellectual Property from UP. Prior
to joining the Bar, Fritz practiced as an
attorney at Couzyn Hertzog & Horak for
two years.

ORDER YOUR COPY

Contact: Rene Grimmbacher
+27 (0)82 564 1450
rene.grimmbacher@lexisnexis.co.za

In his spare time he is a part-time guitar
player and vocalist.
Current practice
Favourite movie
Favourite song

General civil and criminal law practice and trade mark
specialist hopeful
Snatch
Hallowed Be Thy Name - Iron Maiden
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2015/2016 Junior Bar Committee (JBC)
The Junior Bar Committee

T

he Bar Committee serves the júnior junior members
of the Bar, i.e. from 0 – 5 years. The vision of the
2015/2016 JBC is to establish an infrastructure
and support network that will assist the junior bar
members in providing excellent and ethical legal services to
their clients and fellow members.
The 2015/2016 committee members are:
Retha Marais (Chair), Claire Small (Secretary), Yaaseen
Abass, Tembelani Mayosi, Sean Rapaport, Tanya Rudman and
Brandon Smith.
The new committee is excited about their reign and have
created and assigned “portfolios” to each committee member,
which portfolios will oversee, arrange and/or implement
exciting new projects in furtherance of their vision.

An additional vision of the JBC is to become a mouthpiece
for junior bar members to present their views/problems/
suggestions to the Cape Bar Council and to that end we
are establishing working relationships with various Cape Bar
Council subcommittees. A combination of formal and informal
secondment of JBC members to various subcommittees of
the Bar is utilised to this end.
Some of the projects already implemented, or in the process
thereof, include:
•

A Practice Support Package (PSP), which will be given
to pupils who become members at the end of their
pupillage year to assist with setting up practice, including,
for example, information on setting up ICT, invoicing,
registering for tax/VAT, registering with Legal Aid etc.; and
a Junior Bar Website, with a login portal from the Cape
Bar website, including useful information such as contact
lists for the Registrars and Judges, member lists, Judges
seniority lists and links to various sites such as the court
roll.

•

More details of the specific portfolios and projects will
be available on the Junior Bar site and comments and
suggestions as to potential areas for improvement are
welcomed. The JBC encourages all junior bar members to
contact them with their proposals/problems. p

These portfolios are:
1. Discipline, overseen by Yaaseen Abass
2. Fees, overseen by Sean Rapaport
3. Marketing & Communication, overseen by Claire Small
4. Practice Support, overseen by Tanya Rudman
5. Social, overseen by Brandon Smith
6. Transformation, overseen by Tembelani Mayosi

THE CAPE BAR
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Chairperson: A Sholto-Douglas SC
Members: Roux W, Van Huyssteen, e Câmara, Du Toit, Arina, Townsend,
Liebenberg, Wade, Steyn R, Engelbrecht, Rudman.
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An Epic Adventure
Liande Wade

D

uring the first
week of September 2015,
there was a
noticeable and distinct
gap in the second row
of the third division.
Two of our members,
Daniel Rabie and Allan
Newton, attempted a
trial of a different kind
as both embarked
on the adventure of
a lifetime by entering
the Amageza Cross
Country Rally, one of
the biggest off-road
rallies in Africa.

known as lion country,
spending a night in the
Kalahari (as some of
the participants had to
do) was a frightening
idea. Daniel’s friendly
host provided him
with a packet of EatSum-More cookies,
chips and a Grapetizer
for dinner as well as a
stretcher for the night.
Realizing that this
unfortunate setback
would put him 2 days
behind the rest of the
race, Daniel decided
to ride to Upington the
following day and fly
home from there.

The course covers a
DANIEL RABIE & ALLAN NEWTON
distance of approximately 4911 km over 7 days through South Africa and Botswana
Allan managed to finish the second stage and arrived in Kang
starting and finishing in Kimberley. The stages are from:
at around 2 am.
Kimberley to Van Zyls Rust; Van Zyls Rust to Kang; Kang to
Ghanzi; Ghanzi to Kang; Kang to Hakskeenpan; Hakskeenpan
Due to the confusion of the second stage, the following stage
to Springbok and from Springbok to Kimberley.
included GPS coordinates and a later starting time. Allan
thus started Stage 3 just after midday with about 500 km of
Allan and Daniel formed part of a team of 11 out of a total of 90
sandy road left to go. Close to the end of the stage and after
participants.
a flawless day, he was one of the front runners of the race.
The first leg of the race proved to be difficult as the terrain
Unfortunately, as a result of the later starting time, it meant
included 40 km of dried riverbeds filled with potholes about
that the participants would have to complete the last bit of
1 meter deep made by local residents to get water. Daniel’s
Stage 3 in the dark.
(unfortunately unsuccessful) daredevil attempt to try and
In the last 20 km of the stage, and driving in complete
jump over three of these potholes (and only clearing two of
darkness, Allan was not able to spot a kudu which suddenly
them) caused the first ‘rescue mission’ of their race. Thankfully
appeared in the middle of the road causing an inevitable and
silver duct tape can hold a bike together. Despite finishing the
regrettable accident. The kudu died on impact and Allan was
stage at 1 am, the first day went reasonably well.
sent flying through the air. Despite the motorcycle being badly
During Stage 2 the participants were supplied with a challenging
damaged, Allan was lucky enough to only suffer minor injuries.
distance and compass markers, and were required to make
After being stranded next to the kudu for approximately 20
their way through the unending rolling dunes of the Kalahari.
minutes (again, in an area known for its lions) a participant
This proved to be a challenge for all of the participants, all of
finally passed, helped him move the kudu out of the road and
whom got lost. Daniel was no different and he made a wrong
provided him with a lift to the end.
turn realising after 50 km that his petrol was not going to make
Despite the setbacks and not being able to finish the race,
the remainder of the 450 km stage. He was forced to turn
both Daniel and Allan agree that it was the most amazing trip
around and head back to the closest village. On his arrival, and
ever taken – something they would certainly attempt again in
by absolute luck, he was invited by one of the local residents to
future. p
spend the night at his house. Keeping in mind that this stage was
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